
Incorporating Text into a Critical Argument 

 
Ø Quote from the text when the author’s word choice is important, or when you are making a 

very specific point about the text. 
Ø Use paraphrasing when you are referring to a general fact about the text, or an obvious piece 

of content. This is also best when you need to cover lots of basic information quickly. 
Ø Quote extensively (a block quotation—more than three lines) ONLY when the quotation is 

absolutely central to your argument. 
• …and when the passage will become confusing or misleading if paraphrased. 
• …and when you have a great deal to analyze in the quotation. 
• …and when you are writing a relatively long paper. 

Ø Cite the text when you make a direct claim about something it says, or are mentioning some 
specific point of plot. 

Ø Cite the text when you have just paraphrased from an extended passage without quoting 
directly. 

Ø Cite the text when you use an idea or sequence of ideas from another author. 

Work the Quote Sandwich: 

1. Begin by offering context for the quote; this might include who said it, when, what’s being 
discussed. For Instance: Although Boromir falls prey to the corrupting influence of the One Ring and 
attempts to murder Frodo, he nonetheless redeems himself by sacrificing his life attempting to save the 
hobbits Pippin and Merry from the Orcs of Isengard. 

2. Insert the quote, making sure that it’s properly punctuated and introduced: That readers are 
supposed to view Boromir as a hero is reflected in his final exchange with Aragorn, who comforts him 
at the moment of his death, “few have gained such a victory” (Tolkien 189). 

3. Then explain the quote for the reader—offer some comment, analysis, or insight that explains what 
the reader should take away from the passage: This moment of praise, which takes place after Boromir 
has confessed to Aragorn that he tried to steal the Ring, indicates an important dimension of Tolkien’s 
notion of heroism. True human greatness is not achieved through a lack of failure or weakness, but in 
spite of these.  

Conveniently, the quote sandwich makes the start of a nice paragraph that moves from argument (topic 
sentence), to context, to proof, to analysis—and, finally, sets up further development: 

Although Boromir falls prey to the corrupting influence of the One Ring and attempts to murder Frodo, 
he nonetheless redeems himself by sacrificing his life attempting to save the hobbits Pippin and Merry 
from the Orcs of Isengard. That readers are supposed to view Boromir as a hero is reflected in his 
final exchange with Aragorn, who comforts him at the moment of his death, “few have gained such a 
victory” (Tolkien 189). This praise, which takes place after Boromir has confessed that he tried to 
steal the ring, indicates an important dimension of Tolkien’s notion of heroism. True greatness is not 
achieved through a lack of failure or weakness, but in spite of these. We see this idea repeatedly in 
Tolkien’s epic, including the central heroic journey of Frodo. Just as Boromir’s failure and 
redemption frames the breaking apart of the so-called ‘fellowship of the ring,’ the climactic moment’s 
of Frodo’s journey traces the same arc of temptation, failure, and heroic redemption (Tolkien 286).  


